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Seven-dimensional cross product
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

In mathematics, the seven-dimensional cross product is a bilinear operation on vectors in seven dimensional
Euclidean space. It assigns to any two vectors a, b in �7 a vector a × b also in �7.[1] Like the cross product in
three dimensions the seven-dimensional product is anticommutative and a × b is orthogonal to both a and b.
Unlike in three dimensions, it does not satisfy the Jacobi identity. And while the three-dimensional cross product
is unique up to a change in sign, there are many seven-dimensional cross products. The seven-dimensional cross
product has the same relationship to octonions as the three-dimensional product does to quaternions.

The seven-dimensional cross product is one way of generalising the cross product to other than three dimensions,
and it turns out to be the only other non-trivial bilinear product of two vectors that is vector valued,
anticommutative and orthogonal.[2] In other dimensions there are vector-valued products of three or more
vectors that satisfy these conditions, and binary products with bivector results.
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Example
The postulates underlying construction of the seven-dimensional cross product are presented in the section
Definition. As context for that discussion, the historically first example of the cross product is tabulated below
using e1 to e7 as basis vectors.[3][4] This table is one of 480 independent multiplication tables fitting the pattern
that each unit vector appears once in each column and once in each row.[5] Thus, each unit vector appears as a
product in the table six times, three times with a positive sign and three with a negative sign because of
antisymmetry about the diagonal of zero entries. For example, e1 = e2 × e3 = e4 × e5 = e7 × e6 and the negative
entries are the reversed cross products.



Alternate indexing
schemes

Alternate i j k l m n o

Cayley's sample multiplication
table

× e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7
e1 0 e3 −e2 e5 −e4 −e7 e6
e2 −e3 0 e1 e6 e7 −e4 −e5
e3 e2 −e1 0 e7 −e6 e5 −e4
e4 −e5 −e6 −e7 0 e1 e2 e3
e5 e4 −e7 e6 −e1 0 −e3 e2
e6 e7 e4 −e5 −e2 e3 0 −e1
e7 −e6 e5 e4 −e3 −e2 e1 0

Entries in the interior give the product of the corresponding vectors on the left and the top in that order (the
product is anti-commutative). Some entries are highlighted to emphasize the symmetry.

The table can be summarized by the relation[4]

where  is a completely antisymmetric tensor with a positive value +1 when ijk = 123, 145, 176, 246, 257,
347, 365. By picking out the factors leading to the unit vector e1, for example, one finds the formula for the e1
component of x × y. Namely

The top left 3 × 3 corner of the table is the same as the cross product in three dimensions. It also may be noticed
that orthogonality of the cross product to its constituents x and y is a requirement upon the entries in this table.
However, because of the many possible multiplication tables, general results for the cross product are best
developed using a basis-independent formulation, as introduced next.

Definition
We can define a cross product on a Euclidean space V as a bilinear map from V × V to V mapping vectors x and y
in V to another vector x × y also in V, where x × y has the properties[1][6]

orthogonality:

,

magnitude:



where (x·y) is the Euclidean dot product and |x| is the vector norm. The first property states that the cross product
is perpendicular to its arguments, while the second property gives the magnitude of the cross product. An
equivalent expression in terms of the angle θ between the vectors[7] is[8]

or the area of the parallelogram in the plane of x and y with the two vectors as sides.[9] As a third alternative the
following can be shown to be equivalent to either expression for the magnitude:[10]

Consequences of the defining properties
Given the three basic properties of (i) bilinearity, (ii) orthogonality and (iii) magnitude discussed in the section
on definition, a nontrivial cross product exists only in three and seven dimensions.[2][8][10] This restriction upon
dimensionality can be shown by postulating the properties required for the cross product, then deducing an
equation which is only satisfied when the dimension is 0, 1, 3 or 7. In zero dimensions there is only the zero
vector, while in one dimension all vectors are parallel, so in both these cases a cross product must be identically
zero.

The restriction to 0, 1, 3 and 7 dimensions is related to Hurwitz's theorem, that normed division algebras are only
possible in 1, 2, 4 and 8 dimensions. The cross product is derived from the product of the algebra by considering
the product restricted to the 0, 1, 3, or 7 imaginary dimensions of the algebra. Again discarding trivial products
the product can only be defined this way in three and seven dimensions.[11]

In contrast with three dimensions where the cross product is unique (apart from sign), there are many possible
binary cross products in seven dimensions. One way to see this is to note that given any pair of vectors x and y ∈
�7 and any vector v of magnitude |v| = |x||y| sinθ in the five dimensional space perpendicular to the plane
spanned by x and y, it is possible to find a cross product with a multiplication table (and an associated set of
basis vectors) such that x × y = v. That leaves open the question of just how many vector pairs like x and y can
be matched to specified directions like v before the limitations of any particular table intervene.

Another difference between the three dimensional cross product and a seven dimensional cross product is:[8]

“…for the cross product x × y in �7 there are also other planes than the linear span of x and y giving
the same direction as x × y”

—Pertti Lounesto, Clifford algebras and spinors, p. 97

This statement is exemplified by every multiplication table, because any specific unit vector selected as a
product occurs as a mapping from three different pairs of unit vectors, once with a plus sign and once with a
minus sign. Each of these different pairs, of course, corresponds to another plane being mapped into the same
direction.

Further properties follow from the definition, including the following identities:



× e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7
e1 0 e4 e7 −e2 e6 −e5 −e3
e2 −e4 0 e5 e1 −e3 e7 −e6
e3 −e7 −e5 0 e6 e2 −e4 e1
e4 e2 −e1 −e6 0 e7 e3 −e5
e5 −e6 e3 −e2 −e7 0 e1 e4
e6 e5 −e7 e4 −e3 −e1 0 e2
e7 e3 e6 −e1 e5 −e4 −e2 0

Lounesto's multiplication table

1. Anticommutativity:

,

2. Scalar triple product:

3. Malcev identity:[8]

Other properties follow only in the three dimensional case, and are not satisfied by the seven dimensional cross
product, notably,

1. Vector triple product:

2. Jacobi identity:[8]

Coordinate expressions
To define a particular cross product, an orthonormal basis {ej} may be selected and a multiplication table
provided that determines all the products {ei × ej}. One possible multiplication table is described in the Example
section, but it is not unique.[5] Unlike three dimensions, there are many tables because every pair of unit vectors
is perpendicular to five other unit vectors, allowing many choices for each cross product.

Once we have established a multiplication table, it is then applied to general vectors x and y by expressing x and
y in terms of the basis and expanding x × y through bilinearity.

Using e1 to e7 for the basis vectors a different multiplication table
from the one in the Introduction, leading to a different cross product, is
given with anticommutativity by[8]



Lounesto's multiplication table

More compactly this rule can be written as

with i = 1...7 modulo 7 and the indices i, i + 1 and i + 3 allowed to permute evenly. Together with
anticommutativity this generates the product. This rule directly produces the two diagonals immediately adjacent
to the diagonal of zeros in the table. Also, from an identity in the subsection on consequences,

which produces diagonals further out, and so on.

The ej component of cross product x × y is given by selecting all occurrences of ej in the table and collecting the
corresponding components of x from the left column and of y from the top row. The result is:

As the cross product is bilinear the operator x×– can be written as a matrix, which takes the form[citation needed]

The cross product is then given by

Different multiplication tables

Two different multiplication tables have been used in this article, and there are more.[5][12] These multiplication
tables are characterized by the Fano plane,[13][14] and these are shown in the figure for the two tables used here:
at top, the one described by Sabinin, Sbitneva, and Shestakov, and at bottom that described by Lounesto. The



Fano planes for the two multiplication
tables used here.

numbers under the Fano diagrams (the set of lines in the diagram)
indicate a set of indices for seven independent products in each case,
interpreted as ijk → ei × ej = ek. The multiplication table is recovered
from the Fano diagram by following either the straight line connecting
any three points, or the circle in the center, with a sign as given by the
arrows. For example, the first row of multiplications resulting in e1 in the
above listing is obtained by following the three paths connected to e1 in
the lower Fano diagram: the circular path e2 × e4, the diagonal path e3 ×
e7, and the edge path e6 × e1 = e5 rearranged using one of the above
identities as:

or

also obtained directly from the diagram with the rule that any two unit
vectors on a straight line are connected by multiplication to the third unit
vector on that straight line with signs according to the arrows (sign of the
permutation that orders the unit vectors).

It can be seen that both multiplication rules follow from the same Fano
diagram by simply renaming the unit vectors, and changing the sense of
the center unit vector. The question arises: how many multiplication
tables are there?[14]

The question of possible multiplication tables arises, for example, when one reads another article on
octonions, which uses a different one from the one given by [Cayley, say]. Usually it is remarked
that all 480 possible ones are equivalent, that is, given an octonionic algebra with a multiplication
table and any other valid multiplication table, one can choose a basis such that the multiplication
follows the new table in this basis. One may also take the point of view, that there exist different
octonionic algebras, that is, algebras with different multiplication tables. With this interpretation...all
these octonionic algebras are isomorphic.

—Jörg Schray, Corinne A Manogue, Octonionic representations of Clifford algebras and triality (1994)

Using geometric algebra

The product can also be calculated using geometric algebra. The product starts with the exterior product, a
bivector valued product of two vectors:

This is bilinear, alternate, has the desired magnitude, but is not vector valued. The vector, and so the cross
product, comes from the product of this bivector with a trivector. In three dimensions up to a scale factor there is
only one trivector, the pseudoscalar of the space, and a product of the above bivector and one of the two unit
trivectors gives the vector result, the dual of the bivector.



A similar calculation is done is seven dimensions, except as trivectors form a 35-dimensional space there are
many trivectors that could be used, though not just any trivector will do. The trivector that gives the same
product as the above coordinate transform is

This is combined with the exterior product to give the cross product

where  is the left contraction operator from geometric algebra.[8][15]

Relation to the octonions
Just as the 3-dimensional cross product can be expressed in terms of the quaternions, the 7-dimensional cross
product can be expressed in terms of the octonions. After identifying �7 with the imaginary octonions (the
orthogonal complement of the real line in O), the cross product is given in terms of octonion multiplication by

Conversely, suppose V is a 7-dimensional Euclidean space with a given cross product. Then one can define a
bilinear multiplication on �⊕V as follows:

The space �⊕V with this multiplication is then isomorphic to the octonions.[16]

The cross product only exists in three and seven dimensions as one can always define a multiplication on a space
of one higher dimension as above, and this space can be shown to be a normed division algebra. By Hurwitz's
theorem such algebras only exist in one, two, four, and eight dimensions, so the cross product must be in zero,
one, three or seven dimensions. The products in zero and one dimensions are trivial, so non-trivial cross products
only exist in three and seven dimensions.[17][18]

The failure of the 7-dimension cross product to satisfy the Jacobi identity is due to the nonassociativity of the
octonions. In fact,

where [x, y, z] is the associator.

Rotations
In three dimensions the cross product is invariant under the group of the rotation group, SO(3), so the cross
product of x and y after they are rotated is the image of x × y under the rotation. But this invariance is not true in
seven dimensions; that is, the cross product is not invariant under the group of rotations in seven dimensions,
SO(7). Instead it is invariant under the exceptional Lie group G2, a subgroup of SO(7).[8][16]



Generalizations
Non-trivial binary cross products exist only in three and seven dimensions. But if the restriction that the product
is binary is lifted, so products of more than two vectors are allowed, then more products are possible.[19][20] As
in two dimensions the product must be vector valued, linear, and anti-commutative in any two of the vectors in
the product.

The product should satisfy orthogonality, so it is orthogonal to all its members. This means no more than n − 1
vectors can be used in n dimensions. The magnitude of the product should equal the volume of the parallelotope
with the vectors as edges, which is can be calculated using the Gram determinant. So the conditions are

orthogonality:

the Gram determinant:

The Gram determinant is the squared volume of the parallelotope with a1, ..., ak as edges. If there are just two
vectors x and y it simplifies to the condition for the binary cross product given above, that is

With these conditions a non-trivial cross product only exists:

as a binary product in three and seven dimensions
as a product of n − 1 vectors in n > 3 dimensions
as a product of three vectors in eight dimensions

The product of n − 1 vectors is in n dimensions is the Hodge dual of the exterior product of n − 1 vectors. One
version of the product of three vectors in eight dimensions is given by

where v is the same trivector as used in seven dimensions,  is again the left contraction, and w = −ve12...7 is a 4-
vector.

See also
Composition algebra
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Schwinger - Hua - Wyler
Frank  Dodd Tony Smith Jr -  2013 - vixra 1311.0088

In their book "Climbing the Mountain: The Scientific Biography of Julian Schwinger" 
Jagdish Mehra and Kimball Milton said: 

"... Schwinger ... always felt that the mathematics should emerge from the physics, 
not the other way around ...

[ Julian Schwinger said in conversations and interviews with Jagdish Mehra, 
in Bel Air, California, March 1988 ]:

"... in 1966 ... Schwinger ... realized that he could base the whole machinery of particle 
physics on the abstraction of particle-creation and annihilation acts. 
One can define a free action, say for a photon, in terms of propagation of virtual photons 
between photon sources, conserved in order to remove the scalar degree of freedom. 
But a virtual photon can in turn act as a pair of electron-positron sources, through a 
`primitive interaction' between electrons and photons, essentially embodied in the 
conserved Dirac current. 
So this multiparticle exchange gives rise to quantum corrections to the photon 
propagator, to vacuum polarization, and so on. 
All this without any reference to renormalization or `high-energy speculations'. ...
The problem with conventional field theory is that it makes an implicit hypothesis that 
the physics is known down to zero distance ... 
Source theory was ... that the physical quantities that you are interested in 
were not the fields but the correlations between fields 
and ... that the correlations between fields are really Green's functions 
... which ... take into account not only how the particles behave 
but how they are created. 
The sources are the way of cataloging the various Green's functions. 
The final point at which the theory asks to be compared with experiment ... involves just 
pure numbers, Green's functions and sources, not operator fields. ...
The whole point was to develop the space-time structure of a Green's function in 
general so it will be applicable both to stable particles and unstable particles. 
...
Green's functions [were] universally recognized as carrying the information of physical 
interest ... one had differential equations for these Green's functions and then came the 
necessity of picking out of the vast infinity of solutions the physical ones of interest ... 
This was enforced by appropriate boundary conditions, that the wave propagate 
outwards, that is, the idea of causality ... if you rotated the time axis into a complex 
space, then the boundary conditions ... would select just the physically acceptable 
states of the Green's function ... all representations of physical interest can be obtained 
from the ... Euclidean group ... attached [to]... the Lorentz group ... (the "unitary trick" of 
Weyl) ... a correspondence between the quantum theory of fields with its underlying 
Lorentz space, and a mathematical image in a Euclidean space ...". 

The Schwinger Sources are finite regions in a Complex Domain spacetime 
corresponding to Green's functions of particle creation / annihilation. 



What Complex Domains have Symmetries of Particle Physics ? 

E8 8-dim Octonionic Spacetime (effective at high Planck-scale energies) 
is by Triality isomorphic with the natural representation space of fundamental 
First-Generation Fermion Particles (and AntiParticles) 
so 
Fermion Particles (and AntiParticles) are represented by Schwinger Sources 
with Bounded Complex Domain structure of a Cartan domain. 

David B. Lowdenslager in Annals of Mathematics 67 (1958) 467-484 said: "... For an irreducible 
Cartan domain ... there is only one linearly independent Riemannian metric ... the 
Bergman metric ... corresponding to ... ∆ ... the Laplace-Beltrami operator ... 
solutions of ... ∆ f = 0 ... are determined by their values ... on the ... Bergman-Shilov ... 
boundary B ... Let D be a classical Cartan domain, ∆ an invariant Laplacian, and K a 
Poisson kernel for D. Then K as a function of D satisfies ∆K = 0 , for all b in B ...". 

Steven G. Krantz in his book "Geometric Analysis of the Bergman Kernel and Metric" said: 

"... the Bergman kernel ... K ... for Ω is related to the Green's function ...  ... for the 
boundary value problem 

 
... in this way 

 ...".

Armand Wyler, in his 1972 IAS Princeton preprint "The Complex Light Cone Symmetric Space of the 
Conformal Group", said: "... the bounded realization Dn of SO(n,2) / SO(n)xSO(2) ... allows 
to define ... the Bergman metric, the invariant differential operators and their elementary 
solutions (Green functions) ...[and]... the Shilov boundary Qn ...[as]... the quotient space 
C(Mn) / P(Mn) of the conformal group by the Poincare group ... and give ... eigenvalues 
of Casimir operators in the Lie algebra of C(Mn) ...". 
In Wyler's approach, the elementary solutions of the invariant differential operators in 
the Bounded Complex Schwinger Source Domains are Schwinger Green's functions.  

Using Schwinger-type Euclidean Spin(10) version of the Spin(8,2) Conformal Group,  
the Fermion Schwinger Sources correspond to the Symmetric space 

the Lie Sphere Spin(10) / Spin(8)xU(1)
which has local symmetry of the Spin(8) gauge group with respect to which the first 
generation spinor fermions are seen as +half-spinor and -half-spinor spaces, 
so the Fermion Schwinger Source Bounded Complex Domain D8 is of type IV8 
which has Shilov Boundary Q8 = RP1 x S7 . 



The Complex Domain of type IV8 is described by L. K. Hua in his book 
"Harmonic Analysis of Functions of Several Complex Variables in the Classical Domains" as 

with Characteristic Manifold = Shilov Boundary = RP1 x S7

The Poisson kernel of a type IV Complex Domain is 

and the Bergman kernel of a type IV Complex Domain is 



How big are the Schwinger Sources ? 

Schwinger Sources as described above are continuous manifold structures 
of Bounded Complex Domains and their Shilov Boundaries 
but 
E8 Physics at the Planck Scale has spacetime condensing out of Clifford structures 
forming a Leech lattice underlying 26-dim String Theory of World-Lines 
represents 8 + 8 + 8 = 24-dim of fermion particles and antiparticles and of spacetime.

The automorphism group of a single 26-dim String Theory cell modulo the Leech lattice
is the Monster Group of order about 8 x 10^53.

When a fermion particle/antiparticle appears in E8 spacetime it does not remain a single 
Planck-scale entity becauseTachyons create a cloud of particles/antiparticles.  
The cloud is one Planck-scale Fundamental Fermion Valence Particle plus an effectively 
neutral cloud of particle/antiparticle pairs forming a Kerr-Newman black hole. 

That cloud constitutes the Schwinger Source.  
Its structure comes from the 24-dim Leech lattice part of the Monster Group which is 
2^(1+24) times the double cover of Co1, for a total order of about 10^26.

(Since a Leech lattice is based on copies of an E8 lattice and since there are 7 distinct E8 integral domain 
lattices there are 7 (or 8 if you include a non-integral domain E8 lattice)mdistinct Leech lattices. 
The physical Leech lattice is a superposition of them, effectively adding a factor of 8 to the order.)

The volume of the Kerr-Newman Cloud is on the order of 10^27 x Planck scale, 
so the Kerr-Newman Cloud should contain about 10^27 particle/antiparticle pairs 
and its size should be about 10^(27/3) x 1.6 x 10^(-33) cm = 

= roughly 10^(-24) cm.



How do the Schwinger Sources fit into the E8 Lagrangian Structure ? 

The fundamental high-energy E8 Lagrangian for Octonionic 8-dim SpaceTime is 

   ∫  GRb  +  StMb  +  Spf
ST                                .     

an integral over SpaceTime ST of a Gravity boson term GRb, 
a Standard Model boson term StMb, and a Spinor fermion term Spf. 

Consider the Spinor fermion term Spf based on Schwinger Source Fermions. 

In the conventional picture, the spinor fermion term is of the form m S S* where m
is the fermion mass and S and S* represent the given fermion.
Although the mass m is derived from the Higgs mechanism, the Higgs coupling
constants are, in the conventional picture, ad hoc parameters, so that effectively the
mass term is, in the conventional picuture, an ad hoc inclusion.

E8 Physics does not put in the mass m in an ad hoc way, 
but
constructs the Lagrangian integral such that 
the mass m emerges naturally from the geometry of the spinor fermions by setting 
the spinor fermion mass term as the volume of the Schwinger Source Fermions.  

Effectively the integral over the Schwinger Source spacetime region 
of its Kerr-Newman cloud of virtual particle/antiparticle pairs plus the valence fermion 
gives the volume of the Schwinger Source fermion and defines its mass, 
which, since it is dressed with the particle/antiparticle pair cloud, 
gives quark mass as constituent mass. 

Note that in the process of breaking Octonionic 8-dim SpaceTime 
down to Quaternionic (4+4)-dim M4 x CP2 Kaluza-Klein 
all Fermions are treated similarly so that ratios of their masses remain the same. 



What about Gauge Bosons ? 

The fundamental high-energy E8 Lagrangian for Octonionic 8-dim SpaceTime is 

   ∫  GRb  +  StMb  +  Spf
ST                                .     

an integral over SpaceTime ST of a Standard Model boson term StMb, 
a Gravity boson term GRb, and a Spinor fermion term Spf. 

What are the Schwinger Sources for the gauge boson terms StMb and GRb ? 

The GRb bosons live in one of the two D4 Lie SubAlgebras of the E8 Lie Algebra. 

The StMb bosons live in the other of the two D4 Lie SubAlgebras of the E8 Lie Algebra. 

The process of breaking Octonionic 8-dim SpaceTime 
down to Quaternionic (4+4)-dim M4 x CP2 Kaluza-Klein 
creates differences in the way gauge bosons "see" M4 Physical SpaceTime. 

Joseph Wolf (Journal of Mathematics and Mechanics 14 (1965) 1033) showed that 
there are only 4 equivalence classes of 4-dimensional Riemannian Symmetric Spaces 
with Quaternionic structures, with the following repesentatives: 

S4 = 4-sphere = Spin(5) / Spin(4) where Spin(5) is the Schwinger-Euclidean version of 
the Anti-DeSitter Group that gives MacDowell-Mansouri Gravity

CP2 = complex projective 2-space = SU(3) / U(2) with the SU(3) of the Color Force

S2 x S2 = SU(2)/U(1) x SU(2)/U(1) with two copies of the SU(2) of the Weak Force 

S1 x S1 x S1 x S1 = U(1) x U(1) x U(1) x U(1) = 4 copies of the U(1) of the EM Photon 
( 1  copy for each of the 4 covariant components of the Photon )



The GRb bosons (Schwinger-Euclidean versions) live in 
a Spin(5) subalgebra of the Spin(6) Conformal subalgebra of D4 = Spin(8). 
They "see" M4 Physical spacetime as the 4-sphere S4 
so that their part of the Physical Lagrangian is 

   ∫  GRb  
S4      .     

an integral over SpaceTime S4. 
The Schwinger Sources for GRb bosons are the Complex Bounded Domains and 
Shilov Boundaries for Spin(5) MacDowell-Mansouri Gravity bosons. 
However, due to Stabilization of Condensate SpaceTime 
by virtual Planck Mass Gravitational Black Holes, 
for Gravity, the effective force strength that we see in our experiments 
is not just composed of the S4 volume and the Spin(5) Schwinger Source volume, 
but is suppressed by the square of the Planck Mass. 
The unsuppressed Gravity force strength is the Geometric Part of the force strength. 

The Standard Model SU(3) Color Force bosons live in 
a SU(3) subalgebra of the SU(4) subalgebra of D4 = Spin(8). 
They "see" M4 Physical spacetime as the complex projective plane CP2
so that their part of the Physical Lagrangian is 

   ∫  (SU(3) part of StM)b  
CP2                              .     

an integral over SpaceTime CP2.  
The Schwinger Sources for SU(3) bosons are the Complex Bounded Domains and 
Shilov Boundaries for SU(3) Color Force bosons. 
The Color Force Strength is given by 
the SpaceTime CP2 volume and the SU(3) Schwinger Source volume. 
Note that since the Schwinger Source volume is dressed with the particle/antiparticle 
pair cloud, the calculated force strength is 
for the characteristic energy level of the Color Force (about 245 MeV).  

 



The Standard Model SU(2) Weak Force bosons live in 
a SU(2) subalgebra of the U(2) local group of CP2 = SU(3) / U(2) 
They "see" M4 Physical spacetime as two 2-spheres S2 x S2 
so that their part of the Physical Lagrangian is 

   ∫  (SU(2) part of StM)b  
S2xS2                                .     

an integral over SpaceTime S2xS2. 
The Schwinger Sources for SU(2) bosons are the Complex Bounded Domains and 
Shilov Boundaries for SU(2) Weak Force bosons. 
However, due to the action of the Higgs mechanism, 
for the Weak Force, the effective force strength that we see in our experiments 
is not just composed of the S2xS2 volume and the SU(2) Schwinger Source volume, 
but is suppressed by the square of the Weak Boson masses. 
The unsuppressed Weak Force strength is the Geometric Part of the force strength. 

The Standard Model U(1) Electromagnetic Force bosons (photons) live in 
a U(1) subalgebra of the U(2) local group of CP2 = SU(3) / U(2) 
They "see" M4 Physical spacetime as four 1-sphere circles S1xS1xS1xS1 = T4
(T4 = 4-torus) so that their part of the Physical Lagrangian is 

   ∫  (U(1) part of StM)b  
T4                             .     

an integral over SpaceTime T4. 
The Schwinger Sources for U(1) photons  
are the Complex Bounded Domains and Shilov Boundaries for U(1) photons. 
The Electromagnetic Force Strength is given by 
the SpaceTime T4 volume and the U(1) Schwinger Source volume. 



What are the results of Wyler-type calculations for Schwinger Sources ? 

The Schwinger Source calculations using the Wyler approach give the following results, 
details of which can be found at http://vixra.org/abs/1310.0182 and my web sites.  
Since calculations are for ratios of particle masses and force strengths, 
the Higgs mass and the Geometric Part of the Gravity force strength are set so that the 
ratios agree with conventional observation data. 

Particle/Force           Tree-Level        Higher-Order

e-neutrino                  0                0 for nu_1
mu-neutrino                 0           9 x 10^(-3) eV for nu_2
tau-neutrino                0          5.4 x 10^(-2) eV for nu_3

electron                0.5110 MeV
down quark               312.8 MeV      charged pion = 139 MeV
up quark                 312.8 MeV       proton = 938.25 MeV
                                      neutron - proton = 1.1 MeV
muon                     104.8 MeV            106.2 MeV
strange quark              625 MeV
charm quark               2090 MeV

tauon                     1.88 GeV
beauty quark              5.63 GeV
truth quark (low state)    130 GeV      (middle state) 174 GeV
                                          (high state) 218 GeV

W+                      80.326 GeV
W-                      80.326 GeV
W0                      98.379 GeV           Z0 = 91.862 GeV

Mplanck=1.217x10^19 GeV 

Higgs VEV (assumed)      252.5 GeV 
Higgs (low state)          126  GeV      (middle state) 182 GeV
                                         (high state) 239 GeV

Gravity Gg (assumed)         1
(Gg)(Mproton^2 / Mplanck^2)                   5 x 10^(-39)
EM fine structure        1/137.03608
Weak Gw                    0.2535
Gw(Mproton^2 / (Mw+^2 + Mw-^2 + Mz0^2))      1.05 x 10^(-5)
Color Force at 0.245 GeV   0.6286            0.106 at 91 GeV
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